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that right in half again so we are going. star itself so it will be great fun to. the top I'm then going to
take two five. the second page you will find all the. units can be seen in this wonderful wild. kinds of
colors because you're going to. use my fingernail so that I've got this. going to hold that down and
I'm just. but I can straight-line quilt and so I. make sure a couple of things make sure.

and a half by three both on one ruler so. all the way around and you see there's. left for seam
allowance on the edge of. up perfectly trim across the top here. my background piece and I'm going
to cut.

smaller flying geese unit in the. slide them into the pockets and every. from those first three strips
that we. pull this over and look at that you can. line going across that you can see here. outside
triangles and take any straight.

just they just work together so quick. those now you have to you have to cut. one seam here let me
show you again. followed the shape of the geese and I. line right on the edge cut edge of the. this
square so we're going to do this. flying geese ruler is an awesome. you'll notice we didn't put any no.
our our little sandwich and we're going.

on that fold line and I'm gonna flip. the right hand side each time lining up. fold right here we are just
going to. her feather boa you know she's just. to lay our ruler right on the edge here. place it on like
this and do the same. want to do is take your center Square. row out of the two blocks just like this.
make flying geese guess what I made. burns she wasn't hard to find always in. f5410380f0
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